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Abstract. The present study was conducted to investigate whether ob-
servers are equally prone to overlook any kinds of visual events in change
blindness. Capitalizing on the finding from visual search studies that
abrupt appearance of an object effectively captures observers’ attention,
the onset of a new object and the offset of an existing object were con-
trasted regarding their detectability when they occurred in a naturalis-
tic scene. In an experiment, participants viewed a series of photograph
pairs in which layouts of seven or eight objects were depicted. One ob-
ject either appeared in or disappeared from the layout, and participants
tried to detect this change. Results showed that onsets were detected
more quickly than offsets, while they were detected with equivalent ac-
curacy. This suggests that the primacy of onset over offset is a robust
phenomenon that likely makes onsets more resistant to change blindness
under natural viewing conditions.
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1 Introduction
Vision can provide rich information about details of an environment, if observers
specifically attend to them. Conversely, when sufficient attention is absent, it is
surprisingly easy to miss large changes in the visual field. For example, people
often do not notice anything when an object in a movie scene suddenly appears
or disappears from one clip to the next [1]. Typically, such failure in noticing
changes occurs when they take place during a brief disruption of visual access
to the environment (e.g., while blinking or during saccadic eye movements [2])
or when they are accompanied with other prominent visual events [3]. This
inability to detect potentially salient changes is called change blindness, and it
has been well demonstrated that observers can be unaware of a variety of changes
such as displacement of an object [4] and color change in an existing object [5],
to name but a few (for review, see [6, 7]). However, what remains unclear is
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whether observers are equally prone to overlook any kinds of change or they are
more resistant to change blindness with certain kinds of change. The purpose
of the present study was to address this issue by focusing on two major types
of visual change that happen in everyday environments: onset (appearance) and
offset (disappearance) of an object. An experiment was conducted to investigate
whether onset and offset in a naturalistic scene differ in their susceptibility to
change blindness.
An important clue for approaching this question has been provided by studies
on visual search. In these studies, observers were typically presented with an
array of simple objects such as alphanumeric characters and geometric shapes,
and then instructed to indicate the presence of a target among distractors. It
has been found that how quickly and accurately the observers detect a target
is strongly influenced by stimulus attributes the target possesses. For example,
targets that display unique shape, color, or movement in the search array tend
to be detected with greater speed and accuracy [8, 9]. Importantly, among these
different types of targets, one of the most robust targets that consistently elicits
enhanced detection is an object that abruptly appeared in the search array [10].
Although sudden disappearance of an object also makes an effective target [11],
direct comparisons between appearing objects and disappearing objects often
showed that targets defined by their appearance induce more efficient detection
than those defined by their disappearance [12–14]. These results indicate that
observers can notice the onset of a new object more easily than the offset of an
existing object, suggesting that onsets are more resistant to change blindness
than offsets.
However, great caution must be taken when findings from visual search stud-
ies are used to predict that onset should have higher resistance to change blind-
ness than offset. This is due to the fact that previous studies on visual search
and those on change blindness have utilized substantially different visual stim-
uli to carry out their investigation. In visual search studies, search arrays were
constructed by arranging simple objects (e.g., letters) in a restricted manner so
that various variables that could affect search efficiency (such as color, lumi-
nance, and locations of objects) were tightly controlled. As a result, the primacy
of onset over offset was established under conditions in which there were few
other visual features that could concurrently influence observers’ performance.
On the other hand, change blindness has typically been investigated by using
photographs of real-world scenes that contained diverse visual features [4]. Thus,
in order to make predictions regarding change blindness by applying the finding
from visual search studies, it needs to be examined first whether the onset pri-
macy is robust enough to be observed under viewing conditions in which many
concomitant variables are less controlled.
Initial efforts have already been made to bridge the gap between visual search
studies and change blindness studies. Cole and colleagues [13] presented colored
pictures of an array of household objects and asked participants to detect a
change that occurred in the array. The change was either the onset of a new
object or the offset of an existing object. Consistent with their previous exper-
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Fig. 1. (A) The trial sequence and examples of scene stimuli used in the present exper-
iment. In this case, an object (the car) is added to the second image on the left-hand
side. (B) Close-up views of the object array.
iments in which an array of simple geometric shapes was used, onsets were de-
tected more accurately than offsets in this experiment. This provided important
first evidence that the onset primacy holds true when the search array contains
a wide variety of visual features. However, in order to make the array of house-
hold objects look sufficiently similar to search arrays used in other experiments,
Cole et al. [13] arranged the objects in an arbitrary configuration and took the
pictures from an aerial perspective. As a result, although the array of household
objects successfully facilitated cross-experiment comparisons, it did not afford
naturalistic viewing conditions that observers have in typical change blindness
studies.
There were two studies that used photographs of real-world scenes to exam-
ine whether onsets and offsets are detected with different degrees of efficiency.
In Mondy and Coltheart’s study [15], an object was digitally added to or deleted
from an existing photograph and participants tried to detect the onset or offset of
the altered object. Mondy and Coltheart found that offsets were detected more
accurately than onsets in this study. Brockmole and Henderson [16], on the other
hand, took a different approach by making two new photographs of a scene with
or without an additional object. These two photographs were presented succes-
sively and seamlessly while participants were viewing them, thereby creating an
onset or offset of the object. Participants’ eye movements were recorded during
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viewing, and it was found that they tended to fixate the area occupied by the
changed object sooner when it appeared in the scene than when it disappeared
from the scene. This result suggests that onsets were detected more quickly than
offsets.
In summary, findings have been mixed when actual scenes were used to con-
trast onsets and offsets regarding their vulnerability to change blindness [15, 16].
This discrepancy cannot be resolved by experiments using complex real-world
scenes because each of those scenes contains a unique set of visual features and
semantic contexts. In other words, there is always a possibility that observed
findings stemmed from some peculiar characteristics that happened to be pos-
sessed by particular scenes used in the experiments. Thus, in order to investigate
whether the primacy of onset over offset is still observable under naturalistic
viewing conditions, it is necessary to conduct an experiment that utilizes more
controlled but still realistic scene stimuli. The present study was designed to
carry out this investigation by developing simple three-dimensional scenes that
afforded much more natural viewing conditions than the bird’s-eye views of arbi-
trarily arranged objects [13] while maintaining good control over various visual
features that might affect detectability of objects. If onsets were detected with
greater speed or accuracy than offsets in the experiment reported below, it would
increase the likelihood that onsets are more immune to change blindness than
offsets even under naturalistic viewing conditions. On the other hand, if the ex-
periment failed to find the advantage of onsets over offsets in change detection,
it would support a claim that the onset primacy is a subtle phenomenon that
can be observed reliably only under tightly controlled viewing conditions, and
therefore the susceptibility of onsets and offsets to change blindness is mostly
equivalent in everyday scene viewing.
2 Method
2.1 Participants
Thirteen participants (4 males and 9 females, 19–47 years of age) from the
Cleveland State University community volunteered in return for extra credit
in psychology courses. All participants were right-handed and reported normal
or corrected-to-normal vision.
2.2 Materials
Experimental stimuli presented to participants were color digital pictures that
depicted a wooden round tabletop on which six to nine objects were placed in
various different arrangements. The objects were toys and small household goods
that were approximately 4 cm in width, 2 cm in depth, and 3 cm in height.
The tabletop was 38 cm in diameter and supported by a table base that was
75 cm tall. The objects were spread across the entire tabletop such that every
object was visible in its entirety. The wall behind the table was also visible, as
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was the carpet on which the table stood. These additional items in the stimuli
provided rich depth cues, thereby making the depicted scenes more naturalistic.
For examples of the stimuli, see Fig. 1.
These images were presented on a 21.5-inch liquid crystal display by using
the PsyScope program [17]. The screen was positioned vertically in front of the
participant. The distance between the participant and the screen was approxi-
mately 60 cm. The images were presented in the center of the screen against a
gray background and subtended approximately 29.3◦ (horizontal) × 22.3◦ (verti-
cal) of visual angle. The tabletop measured 14.3◦ horizontally and 6.7◦ vertically.
When presented on the screen, the center of the tabletop was approximately at
the center of the screen.
2.3 Design
The experiment was modeled after the paradigm developed by Cole et al. [13].
Participants viewed a series of photograph pairs in one block. Each pair consti-
tuted either an onset trial in which a new object was added to the second image
or an offset trial in which one of the objects in the first image was deleted in
the second image (see Fig. 1). The same 64 photograph pairs, in which images
contained either seven or eight objects, were used to create onset and offset trials
by reversing the order of presentation of two images in each pair. The 128 trials
(64 onset trials and 64 offset trials) composed of these pairs were the experimen-
tal trials from which data were collected. By using the same photograph pairs for
these experimental trials, it was ensured that any particular properties of objects
or their configurations (such as their color, location, or semantic salience) would
equally affect onset and offset trials. In the experimental trials, each object was
used the same number of times to create an onset trial or an offset trial (i.e., all
objects were presented an equal number of times). The participant’s task was to
detect the change as accurately and quickly as possible by indicating whether
it occurred in the right half or the left half of the tabletop. The location of the
change was counterbalanced such that in half the onset trials objects in the left
side changed and in the remaining half the objects in the right side changed.
The same was done for offset trials.
Additional 32 pairs of photographs were used to create filler trials in which
either an eight-object image was followed by a nine-object image or a seven-
object image was followed by a six-object image. These filler trials (16 onset trials
and 16 offset trials) were added to make the first image of each pair unpredictable
of trial types: Without the filler trials, participants could potentially figure out
whether it would be an onset trial or an offset trial just by looking at the first
image (e.g., a seven-object image as the first image could indicate that an eight-
object image would follow). Given that these numbers of objects (seven or eight)
exceed the typical capacity of visual short-term memory (approximately four
objects or six locations under optimal conditions [18, 19]), it is unlikely that
participants were actually able to predict the trial type. Furthermore, it was not
readily clear whether this predictability would differentially affect performance
in onset and offset trials. However, the filler trials reduced any such biases if they
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existed. As a result of adding the filler trials, participants performed 80 onset
trials and 80 offset trials in total that were randomly intermixed. Data from the
filler trials were not included in the analysis.
After receiving instructions about how to perform the task, participants did
16 practice trials (eight onset trials and eight offset trials randomly intermixed).
Photograph pairs that were not used in the experimental or filler trials were
presented in these practice trials. Participants were not given any feedback on
their performance throughout the experiment.
2.4 Procedure
Participants were told that they were going to view a series of photograph pairs
in which an object would somehow change between two images of each pair;
however, they were not informed of the nature of the change. They were in-
structed to press either the F key or the J key of a standard American English
computer keyboard, depending on where on the tabletop the change occurred:
The F key was for changes in the left and the J key was for changes in the right.
They were also instructed to place their index fingers on these two keys all the
time. They were cautioned to be as quick and accurate as possible. They were
run individually.
Fig. 1A illustrates the trial sequence. In each trial, participants first viewed
a fixation cross for 1000 ms that was presented at the center of the tabletop.
They were instructed to keep fixating on the cross while it was displayed. How-
ever, eye movements were not constrained while participants viewed subsequent
images. They then viewed the first image for 1200 ms, which was followed by a
brief (100 ms) blank gray screen. The second image immediately followed and
was displayed for 1200 ms. After the second image, the screen turned into gray
until participants made a response or 2000 ms passed, whichever came faster.
Subsequently, participants were presented with the fixation cross again, which
indicated the beginning of the next trial. Reaction time was defined as time
elapsed between the appearance of the second image and the participants’ key
press. Accuracy in the left/right judgment was also measured. When incorrect
responses were made, reaction time data from those trials were excluded from the
analysis. When no response was made, it was regarded as an incorrect response.
3 Results
Data from two participants were excluded from the analysis because their overall
accuracy (8.6% and 63.1%) was substantially lower than that of the rest of the
group (96.7%). Thus, data from 11 participants were analyzed below. Reaction
time and accuracy were separately compared between two trial types (onset or
offset) by paired t-tests.
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Fig. 2. Differences between onset and offset trials in (A) reaction time and (B) accu-
racy. Each open circle represents one participant. Filled circles represent the means of
all participants. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Note that the direction
of subtraction between onset and offset trials is reversed in reaction time and accuracy
so that positive values indicate onset primacy in both panels.
3.1 Reaction Time
After removing trials in which incorrect responses were made, mean reaction time
was computed for each participant and for each trial type. Outliers were defined
as data points that were more than three standard deviations away from each
participant’s mean reaction time to each trial type. Twenty-eight data points
were defined as outliers and removed from the analysis. They constituted 2.0%
of the data.
Fig. 2A plots differences between onset and offset trials (defined by offset
− onset) shown by each participant. As illustrated in this figure, participants
responded to onsets with significantly shorter reaction time, t(10) = 2.85, p =
.017. Mean reaction time (M) and standard deviation (SD) for each trial type
were as follows: M = 668.3 ms, SD = 310.2 ms (onset); M = 713.9 ms, SD =
284.2 ms (offset).
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3.2 Accuracy
Fig. 2B plots differences between onset and offset trials (defined by onset −
offset) shown by each participant. Although participants responded to onsets
with higher accuracy than offsets, this difference was not statistically reliable,
t(10) = 0.95, p = .36. Mean accuracy and standard deviation for each trial type
were as follows: M = 97.3%, SD = 2.1% (onset); M = 96.2%, SD = 3.4%
(offset).
Mean accuracy for each trial type was reliably different from 100%, t(10) =
−4.25, p = .0017 (onset); t(10) = −3.77, p = .0037 (offset), confirming that there
were no ceiling effects.
4 Discussion
The present study was conducted to investigate whether the onset of a new
object is detected with greater speed or accuracy than the offset of an existing
object when they occur in a naturalistic scene. Participants responded more
quickly to onsets than to offsets, while they noticed both types of change equally
accurately. These results suggest that the primacy of onset over offset regarding
their detectability is robust enough to endure in a complex visual environment,
thereby making onsets less susceptible to change blindness than offsets.
Why should the detection of onsets be more enhanced than that of offsets?
One possibility is that onsets draw observers’ attention more strongly than off-
sets. When a new object appears, it requires observers to newly form a mental
representation of the object (so-called object file [20]). It has been proposed that
the creation of an object file causes observers’ attention to be directed to the new
object in an exogenous manner [21]. When an object disappears, on the other
hand, it only entails the deletion of an existing object file. It is likely that this
process does not always result in the increase of attention to the disappearing
object, making observers less efficient in detecting offsets.
Another possibility is that onsets are easier to detect than offsets because
onsets are usually accompanied with a greater amount of sensory transients.
When an object appears in a scene, it locally creates a large change in luminance
(e.g., from plain gray to a complex combination of various patterns in the current
experiment). On the other hand, when an object disappears, it tends to reveal
only a background that is filled with a relatively simple pattern (e.g., from the
gray to the wooden board pattern). Thus, it is possible that a larger amount of
luminance change allowed observers to accumulate sufficient information sooner
for determining the presence of an onset than an offset. The results from the
present experiment are consistent with both possibilities, and in fact, there has
been an active debate in the visual search literature as to whether it is a new
object itself or the contribution of accompanying sensory transients that makes
the detection of onsets especially efficient [22, 23]. It would be an important
challenge for future research to examine (and resolve) this issue in the context
of change blindness as well.
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Given that many of the previous studies and the present study provided ev-
idence for the primacy of onset over offset, it is not readily clear why Mondy
and Coltheart [15] found that offsets were detected more accurately than onsets.
One possibility is that some idiosyncratic characteristics of the stimuli used by
Mondy and Coltheart caused their unique finding. For example, it is conceivable
that digital alteration of the photographs produced sharper-than-usual contrasts
between an altered object and its surroundings, and they somehow biased detec-
tion accuracy in favor of offsets. This possibility did not exist in the Brockmole
and Henderson’s study [16] and in the present study because two photographs
were taken with or without an additional object to create onsets and offsets.
Another point of note is that Mondy and Coltheart only measured accuracy.
This leaves open the possibility that there were speed-accuracy tradeoffs in their
study. That is, it is possible that offsets were indeed more difficult to detect in
their experiments too, but the increased difficulty led participants to slow down
in offset trials, resulting in higher accuracy for offsets than onsets. The present
study excluded this possibility by measuring both reaction time and accuracy.
In conclusion, the present study showed that the onset of a new object can be
detected more efficiently than the offset of an existing object, even when scenes
are more realistic and thus contain more visual noises than abstract arrays of
simple objects. This helps bridge the gap between visual search studies and
change blindness studies, facilitating the use of rich knowledge gained through
visual search studies for understanding change blindness. In particular, it is
suggested that not all visual events are equal in their susceptibility to change
blindness; rather, as results from visual search studies indicate, abrupt onset of
a new object is especially resistant to change blindness. Future studies should
build on this finding to investigate the mechanisms with which the detection of
onsets is enhanced under naturalistic viewing conditions.
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